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Joseph Grodzki 
Married to Nellie Bednarski, lived in Northeast Minneapolis 
 
Goal: to find Joseph’s birth record in Poland 
 

1. Find Joseph and Nellie’s church marriage record and see if it indicates where Joseph is 
from in Poland.  

 
2. Go to www.PGSMN.org and go to the Archdiocese of St. Paul and Minneapolis Marriage 

Database.  
 
In the search box on the right, search for Grodzki.  
Result: Joseph and Aniela (Nellie) married 30 September 1913 at Holy Cross Catholic 
Church 

 

 
 

3. On the indexed marriage record, Joseph’s birth parish is listed as Pstragowa, Lwow, 
Galicia.  
Additionally, his parents are listed as Adalbertus (Wojciech) Grodzki and Marianna 
Styba.  

 
4. Go to a Gazetteer and try to locate a village named Pstragowa (or something similar 

sounding) that was located in the previous area in Galicia.  
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For Galician Gazetteers: 
• Galician Gazetteer by Brian J. Lenus, available at the Hoffman Research Library 

in Mendota Heights 
• Gesher’s Galicia’s Galician Town Locator, available online at: 

https://www.geshergalicia.org/galician-town-locator/  
(Gesher Galicia is a non-profit devoted to researching the Jewish ancestors of Galicia but 
many of their resources are invaluable to individuals researching other religions within 
Galicia.) 

 
5. Using Gesher Galicia’s Town Locator, find Pstragowa village to find out what the Roman 

Catholic Parish is (as Joseph was married at a Roman Catholic church in Minneapolis).  
 

 
 

6. Pstrągowa is a village within the Administrative District of Strzyzów and the Roman 
Catholic Parish (listed as Roman Catholic Center) is also listed as Pstrągowa.  

 
7. Once you’ve found the Roman Catholic Parish, it’s time to search for records online. It’s 

generally easiest to start with the online records that have been indexed by a volunteer.  
 

8. The indexing website for Polish Genealogy is called Geneteka: 
www.genealodzy.geneteka.pl. Volunteers will index Polish church and vital records and 
the results are posted in the search for anyone to find.  
 

9. To search on Geneteka, you’ll need to know the current voivodeship in Poland or 
Ukraine in order to search for the village. Upon searching Google Maps, Pstrągowa is 
located in Podkarpackie voivodeship.  
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Location of Pstrągowa, just southwest of Podkarpackie’s regional capital, Rzeszów.  
 
 

10. By searching Podkarpackie voivodeship (“Teren”), and by choosing parish Pstrągowa 
(“Parafia”), we find there are some records that are indexed!  

a. U or Births, 1873-1912; M or Marriages, 1827-1935; Z or Deaths, 1864-1925 
b. Joseph’s marriage record doesn’t list his birth year; you can either search for a 

census record from Minneapolis that would provide this information or you can 
make an educated guess and hope he was born after 1873 (when the indexed 
records begin).  
 

11. By entering the surname Grodzki in the field named “Osoba”, it pulls up the list of 
everyone born in this village with this surname. (click “Wyszukaj” to search) 
 
In year 1884 (column “Rok”), it lists Joseph’s (Józef) birth! 
To confirm that this is the correct Joseph, the parents’ names match – Wojciech Grodzki 
and Marianna Styb(a).  
Additionally, if you confirm with US Census records, Joseph’s birth year is listed as 1884.  
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12. As a bonus, the index also contains a link to the record. If you go all the way to the far 
right, click the icon named “SKAN” to be taken to Szukaj w Archiwach (Search the 
Archives), provided by the State Archives of Poland.  
 

13. The record is held at the State Archives (AP) in Rzeszów and these records have been 
scanned online.  
Additionally, all records for this village of Pstrągowa that is available online can be found 

 here:  
https://www.szukajwarchiwach.gov.pl/en/zespol?p_p_id=Zespol&p_p_lifecycle=1&p_p_sta
te=normal&p_p_mode=view&_Zespol_javax.portlet.action=zmienWidok&_Zespol_nameofj
sp=jednostki&_Zespol_id_zespolu=136582 
 
14. Click the SKAN button and then go to scan 111. This will link you to the births in 1884.  

 
15. Entry 41 in 1884 is Joseph Grodzki’s birth record! 
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Józef, born 19 Apr 1884 and baptized 20 Apr 1884 in house number 227.  
Father: Wojciech Grodzki, son of Tomasz Grodzki and Katarzyna Strzępek.  

There’s a special note that says he’s from Grodzisko, parish Dobrzechów 
Mother: Marianna Styba, daughter of Wojciech Styba and Agata Molska 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Special Bonus! 
We can find Joseph’s parents’ marriage record. If you click the second tab named “Małżeństwa” 
(marriages) and leaving the surname Grodzki in the search, Joseph’s parents were married in 
1875 in Pstrągowa.  
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By clicking the “SKAN” link, we search for marriages in 1875. On 9 November 1875, Wojciech 
Grodzki and Marianna Styba were married.  
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